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Thesis Centre. Professional Binding Services || 65 Lower Camden Street, Dublin 2 || Tel: 01 2 hour Express Service -
Thesis Centre. Hardbinding.

Attach your file to the email and address it to thesis indigo. We have the requirements for some of the major
colleges, but we would always recommend that you double-check with your dissertation handbook, supervisor
or college about the binding e. If you wish, you can ring us to make sure that we have received your file ok.
We offer a variety of soft and hard binding options. What makes us different? We print from email, disk and
U. Follow these four simple steps. All prices include VAT. We provide a full thesis service from thesis
printing to binding. We've offered the highest quality thesis and dissertation binding in Ireland for almost 30
years. We have the staff and experience to help you through your submission and to make everything as
simple and straightforward as possible. All of our books are hand sewn for strength and durability, are crafted
in Levant-grain leatherette, come with head and tail bands and are bound with traditional marbled endpapers.
Save your completed file as a PDF. In the text of the email, state: How many copies you would like printed
and bound Whether you require soft binding or hard binding If you require hard binding, state which service
you would like â€” the 5 hour, 24 hour or 48 hour service Whether you need colour printing on any pages or if
you would just like it printed in black and white Include any guidelines you have regarding the binding. Make
sure your file is in PDF format and that you have checked through it carefully to make sure everything is in its
place. Looking for a Price? Thesis Centre. Where else can you go to finalise your dissertation, have space to
make sure you're completely happy before you submit, speak to someone friendly and helpful to take the stress
away and also have the best bound thesis by a mile? Please allow a few minutes for it to come through as
often, an attachment can mean it will take a little while for us to receive it. At Reads we understand that, for
better or worse, our clients require high-quality print and binding jobs at the last minute. We offer greatly
reduced rates for Thesis and Student Project Printing. Next day delivery to anywhere in Ireland is also
available. Collect instore or have it delivered to your door. Looking to bind your thesis? We have a handy
Price Calculator for that. Include a phone number in case we need to contact you 5. Once your books are
ready, just come to our store to collect and pay. This allows us to offer an extremely quick service, while also
offering assistance to anyone in need.


